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Nms is the number of series connected modules per
string, Nmp is the number of such strings connecled
in parallel, Nbs is the number of series connected
battery cells, and Nbp is the number of groups of
such cells connected in parallel.

Nms and Nbs are mainly dependent on the battery
voltage level, the load operating voltage and the
module output at maximum power, temperature
effects and wire and protective diode drops taken
into account. The rating of the power .electronic
interfaces (inverters and converters) is determined
by the maximum load power. Npm and Npb• on the
other hand, depend of the . load current
requirements and the current output from a single

.string of modules and batteries.

The total array area and the battery capacity are in
general related to carefully selected parameters EL
and ELb such that,

discharge Dx and sub systems (inverter, converter,
.., etc.) efficiencies T}i, and load profile including
the load voltage VL and the maximum power Px.

The weather profile includes at least the global
irradiation on the horizontal plane; and if possible
the diffuse and/or direct (beam) irradiation.

For systems that do not track the position of the
sun, the optimum tilt angle must be determined
such that the maximum possible output is obtained
over the application period.

The output of a sizing algorithm may be given in
terms of the total array area in m2 and total battery
capacity in watt-hour. Equivalently, it may be
given in terms of the number of series and parallel
connected modules and battery cells. If Am denotes
the module area, Aa the array area, Cbc the battery
cell capacity, and Cb the total battery capacity, then
the following equation hold true.

(2)

(1)

(3)

INTRODUCTION

A computer program "(PVSOFT99) has been
developed for sizing and simulation of stand-alone
photovoltaic (PV) systems. Two distinct PV sizing
algorithms, one based on the worst case and the
other on the reliability concept, nave been
incorporated in the program. The reliability
concept is generalized in that variation of
irradiation. temperature and load profile are al:
taken into consideration for the sizing process. The
program is capable of performing both technical
and economical analysis with comparative output
of the PV system with diesel generation and grid
extension.

ABSTRACT

B~'PV system sizing, is meant determination of the
appropriate ratings of the various components of
the system (array, power conditioning system, and
storage medium and other application specific sub
systems) such that a given load is satisfactorily
operated. An oversized system is expensive in
terms of the initial cost. An undersized system, on
the other hand, will not deliver the power required
with the desired regularity and may also lead to
shortened battery life (for systems with battery
storage). Accurate system sizing is therefore very
important for proper ·utilization of the PV
technology.

The sizing problem is compounded by the fact that
the energy source,' the solar radiation, is a variable
source wliose properties can not be precisely
controlled. Thus a good sizing procedure is always
accompanied by simulation in which all
components of the system including the solar
radiation are modelled with a computer program
and hourly performance is studied to get an insight
into the. whole process. A number of approaches
have been followed for simulation as well sizing ~f
a PV system [1-5].

. All sizing algorithms start with the weather profile
in its simplest form (or frequency distribution form
for statistical algorithms), module efficiency T}m,

battery efficiency T}b, the allowable battery depth of
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(4)
E

C=~
b 17bDx

. where Hp is the plane of array (tilt) irradiation, EL

is the daily load and ELb is part of the load to be
covered by the battery, taking daily and seasonal
energy balance. 170 and l7i are the array and

. interface lOfficiencies respectively.

The ampere-hour load, the corrected module
current, and the effective sunshine hours determine

the number of strings of modules to be connected
in paralleL The ampere-hour load, the ampere-hour

capacity 'of the battery and the specified number of
autonomous days determine the number of battety

strings ..

The difference between the various design
algorithms lies in the selection of the. tilt irradiation

Hp, ambient temperature To, and load parameters
ELb and EL also in selection of the tilt angle.

The classical Loss of Power Probability (LPP)

methods neglects variations in the load profile and

ambient temperature. The most general (LPP) or its
complement, reliability method has been
incorporated in the computer program.

The generalized reliability. R, is defined as the
long-term average joint frequency of occurrences
such that the irradiation is less than, the ambient

temperature is greater than, and the load is greater
than the respective threshold (reliable) values. That
IS,

Thus the function is three-dimensional joint
distribution of the irradiation, the ambient

temperature and the load profile.

To use the reliability concept, the radiation data

must be processed to get a working reliability
database. The data should be in a form such that
the combination (HR. TR.ELR) is extracted for any

specification of R. The major input parameter for
system design is the desired reliability R (%) and
the program determines the number of autonomous
days NAD, satisfying the minimum life cycle cost
criteria.

SIMULATION MODELS

Simulation is a co-ordinated solution of a set of

equations modelling each part of the system to be
simulated. For a PV system, the array, the interface
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and storage unit (if present), and other specific sub
systems such as motor-pump unit are modelled by
their equations with inputs of hourly weather and

load profiles .. The program will then compute, on
hourly basis, all the desired system performance
parameters.

A number of commercial packages are available to

perform both sizing and simulation of PV systJ;:ms.
However, not all all of them are suitable for a

particular application due to the simplifying
assumptions inherent to each program and the site
specific nature of the underlying equations. Thus it
is difficult to come up with sizing and simulation

algorithm applicable to all conditions or locations.

Weather Model

Meteorological parameters affecting the

performance of a PV system are daily irradiation,
the ambient temperature, wind speed and rainfall.
PV systems perform better at low temperature and

higher wind speed.

If there is a possibility to obtain random values of
the weather parameters within a given limit
(average and standard deviation),' then the system
performance is expected to represent the actual
environment. In the program, the random sequence

generator routine has been used to generate a
variable weather data. Although the statistical

properties of the computer generated random
number are not identical to those of the actual

weather, the sizing and simulation results are
expected to be better than the results from fixed
weather and load profiles.

The input weather data for the computer program
consists of monthly averages and standard
deviations of the global horizontal irradiation, (plus
the diffuse component if available), the maximum
and the minimum ambient temperature, and the
rainfall. The later component is used to estimate

the irrigation water require!llent. While most of the
availaole computer programs and algorithms rely
on the average values, PVSOFT99 combines the

averages and the standard deviations to extract the
.weather parameters for sizing and simulation.

PV Array Model

The m~st complete model of a PV cell requires that
five parameters be known: the light generated

current fph, the diode reverse saturation current fo,

the series resistance R" the shunt resistance Rsh,

and the thermal voltage Vr. All of the five
parameters may be functions of temperature, in
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addition to Iph being primarily dependent on
irradiation. The PV array module is same asPY
cell parameters with modification to take the
number of series modules and parallel strings into
account.

(13)

(14)

(12)

dV V----
dI 1

Differentiating Equation (7) with respect to
temperature and manipulation of variables results
in the following equation ..

fJv ~Te- Voe + Eg .Nes

O'I·Te---3
Ise

where Eb is the battery emf and Rj is its internal

resistance. Simulation algor~thms with results of
battery voltage and current rely on the above or
similar terminal characteristics. Different

suggestions have been made to model the internal

resistance, charge-discharge current and terminal
voltage of a battery [8,9].

In energy simulation, one is interested in houdy
values of the state of charge of the battery (measure
of the stored energy as percentage of the battery
capacity), the energy flow into and out of the
battery, the array energy wasted, and the load
energy not served by the system. Thus the only
parameters needed for battery simulation are the

range of allowable state of charge and the battery
capacity. It is this later approach followed in

developing the c0l!lputer program.

In both cases the resulting non-linear equation must
be solved using one of the root finding algorithms
of computational methods. This completes the
simulation model of the PV module and hence the

PV array utilized in the computer program.

The complete solution of the current and voltage
depends on the load characteristics. There are two
possibilities to load the PV source: either directly
to the load or through a maximum power tracker
unit. For direct connection, the curr\:nt 1 and the

voltage V, in Equation (6), are related by the load
impedance, normally obtained the load profile. For
interfaced system, however, the pair (Vn~/m)

corresponding to the maximum possible power at
each irradiance and temperature condition must be
solved. Mathematically, the derivative of the power
expression is set to zero which is equivalent to the
relation,

Battery Model

For a lead"acid battery, which is the most common
type of storage system, the voltage Vb at a discharge
current ib is given by,

(9) .

(10)

The shunt resistance of commercial modules is

high compared to the series resistance. Practical
models therefore neglect Rsh and use the remaining
four parameters to characterize the module or array
under variable irradiance and temperature
conditions [9]. The PV modult: equation becomes,

Application of the three terminal conditions (short

circuit, open-circuit, and matched termination) the
following useful relations among the common

module par~meters.

[V'J'I ph =10 exp v; (7)

Rs= [:T.ln(l-~)+Voe-Vm]/Im (8)Iph

Since "module parameters are specified under
standard weather, they must be transformed
according to the actual temperature and irradlance
values. To simplify the analysis the series

resistance may be assumed to be independent of
temperature. Under this assumption the effect of
temperature on the other 'parameters will be as
shown in the following equations.

where Eg is the material band gap energy (1.12 for
silicon) 'and Ncs is the number of cells in ·series
within a module.

An additional independent equation can .be

obtained by equating the experimental current and
voltage temperature coefficients, 0'1 and /3v

respectively, to ;the derivatives of the analytical
equation with respect to temperature.
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TI.ere are two ways to provide data regarding the
model: the coefficient array (co, C" ... ,cn) directly or
measured values of input and output power values
over the complete range of operation from which
the coefficients can be determined.

Interface Model

Possible interface (inverter or converter) models
include linear models based on the interface no
load demand and nominal efficiency or higher
order polynomial models extracted from measured
values of the interface input <lndoutput values. The
polynomial model requires determination of the
n+ I constants in the equation,

where Eh is the hydraulic energy (output energy of
the motor-pump), Ea is the array energy, l7i.is
interface efficiency (both efficiencies expressed in
percent).

Load Model

The .load model for electrification systems is a
profile bf load power for each hourly interval since
simulation is invariably an hOlJrly computation.
The hourly load profile can be given for each day,
for each month or simply for the whole simulation
period.

For water pumping systems, however, the load
model is derived from 'the water demand profile
coupled with water source characteristics. The
latter is important if the water source behaviour

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

such as water level, draw down and flow rate are to
be monitored.

The purpose of the computer is program is to
provide a user-friendly tool to perform initial
system sizing, configuration studies and
performance prediction for a stand-alone system.
The program was written in .Visual Basic. The
flowchart of the program is shown in Figure I.

The program interface consists of a number forms
and parameter entry/display screens. The major
ones are MAIN, SUB-MAIN, LOCATION
APPLICATION, SUB SYSTEMS, and PROJECT.
MAIN allows selection of general system options
such as the application type and interfacing
requirement, and design method.

In Figure 1-2, MAIN with one possible option
(Single-Phase AC Electrification system design
with Reliability method) is shown. If Water
Pumping is selected two more default options
(Water Supply system from a Ground Water
source) become visible.

SUB MAIN, following Next -on MAIN leads to
selection of the surrounding type, the operating
load voltage, interface input voltage (if interface
based system is chosen), the number of
autonomous days, and the application period. The
screen also consists of command buttons thM lead

to LOCATION-APPLICATION and S,UB-SYSTEMS
that appear after operating voltages are entered.

An option to analyse an existing PV system (User
Supplied) is provide.d in addition to the default
option New Design. Figures 1-4a and 1-4b show
the data entry sc;reens resulting from ~a click on
Location & Application. The monthly average and
standard deviation of the weather data is necessary
for both Worst Case design and Reliability design.
The data is entered on the entry/display form
obtained using Weather Data' on LOCATION
APPLICATION and consists of monthly averages
of the global (and diffuse if available) irradiation,
ambient temperatUre, and rainfall. The rainfall data .
is- necessary to estimate water re-quirements for
irrigation only.

On MONTHLY AVERAGE WEA1:HER, it is

possible to en!er either global irradiation only (as
dictated by many of the available solar irradiation
data) or ~oth the global and the diffuse irradiations.
There is also an option to choose from-units Wh/m'2
or Langleys and from °Celcius or °Fahrenheit.Up
on confirmation of the data, the program com'putes

(15)

(16)_ 7]mp7]j .Ea
Eh - 10000

Experience has shown that a single model performs
differently for different parts, of operating region.
To ensure fairly uniform modelling accuracy over
all parts of the operating curve, a piece-wise linear
model has also been suggested. The piece-wise
model is also based on values of the efficiency l7i
as a function of the power input.

Motor-Pump Model

The motor-pump unit is a cascade of an electric
motor and a mechanical pump. The motor converts
the input electric energy to mechanical energy and
the pump converts the mechanical energy into
useful hydraulic energy utilized to lift the water.
Very much similar to interface unit, the motor
pump is represented by its efficiency that is
assumed to be constant. Then,
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the tilt irradiation using the Uu and Jordan method
[10]. In cases .where the diffuse irradiation is
unavailable, the program estimates the values using
the monthly average clearness index [11].

Ele£trical Load on LOCATION-APPLICATION
displays data entry/display fof hourly electrical
load profile. Either typical or' monthly" average
profiles can be entered and the program determines
the monthly average daily total load including the
night-time load component. The later, ,if computed
to be greater than zero, activates Battery on SUB
SYSTEMS.

Water Source, Pump Set Data, and Wate~ Demand
are Similar to Eledrical Load but for Water

Pumping option. Water Demand,is useful to enter
the number of persons and/or livestock to
determine the gross daily water demand. It also
allows entry of basic irrigation data such as
command (irrigated) area in hectares, crop type,
etc., for irrigation option. Again the program
estimates the daily water requirement on the field,
taking the monthly average rainfall into
consideration. In both cases the water volumes and
the expected lift an.; combined to determine the
equivalent load to the PV system in Who After all
the selections are made, Next on. LOCATION
APPLICATION enables SubSystems on the parent
screen, SUB-MAIN.

The sequence of activities in the, design as well as
the simulation process is under the control of
program avoiding inadvertent selections and
erroneous sequences. The program takes care of
improper sequence or selection by disabling or
hiding all buttons and options except the right
ones. On SUB-SYSTEMS and LOCATION
APPLICATION, the command buttons and entry
boxes valid for the general option setting on MAIN
will be available for the user. For instance, if
Direct DC Water Pumping is chosen on MAIN,
Battery will be unavailable SUBSYSTEMS(storage
is assumed to be with a water tank) and .Water
Source with Water Demand will be active on
LOCATION-APPLICATION.

Furthermore, unless the required parameters for the
active buttons are properly entered the next step or
selection will not be available and the user will be

prompted to complete the missing steps. This helps
to avoid raising computational' error conditions
such as divjde-by- zero ..

Battery on SUB SYSTEMS will be visible when a
non-zero night load is specified for electrification.
The effect of the number of autonomous days in

water pumping application is the presence and
absence of a water tank.

After entry of the array-battery information is
completed, Next on SUB MAIN will be available to
initiate the computation of array-battery .size and
interface rating and the output -data is shown on
PROJECT.

For new design, Save Project must pe clicked get
access to the output data. The output data available
from Technical (Main), and Technical (Additional).

The technical data contains the number of modules,
the array tilt angle, the battery capacity, interface
rating, ...,etc.) and the economic data (the capital

-and recurrent cost) is obtained using the life-cycle
costing method. The array area and the battery
capacity (if any) are available from Technical
(Main). Technical (Additional) will be active if an
interface unit is part of the system or if the system
is a water pumping system.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS has entry boxes for the
primary economic variables, discount rate, inflation
rate, import tax,...,etc. and separate buttons for
each component - Capital and Recurrent. Summary
has the purpose of displaying the economic data
including the annualized life cycle cost and unit
cost of output. Life cycle cost comparison of the
designed system with either a diesel generator or
with grid extension option is also available from
Summary. Cash Flow lists down the cash flow over
the financial life of the system, with or without
loan. <

Next, PROJECT; leads to interface data entry
routine (for interface based system) and an optional
simulation routine which involves computation of
the hourly values of some performance parameters.

If chosen, the simulation period and initial
condition (initial state of charge for battery based
electrification system or initial water level for
water pumping system) are required. The output
being mainly in graphical form, numerical values
of the array u~ilization and load coverage factors
are also provided as a measure of source-end and
load-end performance respectively.

CONCLUSION

PVSOFT99 is a computer program that implements
the generalized.reliability sizing algorithm with life
cycle cost analysis result. Furthermore, the
program alrows comparison of PV with alternative
energy options - grid extension and diesel
generation.
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The computer program deals with non-tracking
stand-alone system that is a typical configuration
suitable for a rural area in a developing country.
Improvements can be made to handle options for
grid connected system and/or one or more types of
sun tracking systems.
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APPENDIX A - Flowchart of PVSOFT99

General System
Specification
Input

Weather Data
Load Profile
Input

PV Module and

Battery Selection
Input

Reliability Method A Worst Case Method

~ <~> t

S9

iso-Reliability
Array-Battery
Pairs Output

Least Partial Life

Cycle Cost
Array-Battery

Worst Case

Parameters (H,
Ta,Ed

Comparison with
Alternative
Sources

System Sizing
~I and Eco~omic

Analysis Output

Overall System
Simulation

Figure 1-1 PVSOFT99 Flow-Chart
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APPENDIX B- Major PVSOFf99 Forms

iAllPH".uon Cl •••
I r. Elecbificetion r DC Direct

Location Name: JA.ddil Abtllba. .,.1 RsmoV8 I. No'" I

r DC •. Interface

c: H'h r H'h

Letitud.(Oeg): rw(; NorUIr •••••Ifontblr AVIISz..ge

W"'lh,,rOlll'lLongitude (O.g): f38.15

(OE~r_,

Altitude:

['2<oBr F•• lr Meu,1$

lIouzly IIro/De

IDol""" 1 Project I
(r E"""""",) Nu.1

Figure 1-2 MAIN - PVSOFT99 Figure 1-4b LOCA TION-APPLICA TION for
Electrification

Appendix C - Application Examples using
PVSOFT99

As an illustration, hypothetical DC electrification
and AC water supply systems are considered. Each
illustration represents a class of application in
which there are input and output data specific to
the class. The DC. system is designed using the
reliability algorithm developed by the author and
the AC system is an example of the worst case

. algorithm modified by the computer generated
random numbers. The screens shown for the

examples are only the major ones and the
remaining screens· can be observed by executing
the program on the accompanying disk.

Iilll000li

Caneell

location ••Appltcatlon I
5ubsYftem [ornpuoenls j

("·Uoeis"""",,r";"'~

Figure 1-3 SUB MAIN - PVSOFT99

['reg". 'ct,n'y

I·
f; N~Ouq,

• Cl, - DC Electrification System - Reliability
Method

~(Oeg), I'G.JS
" .•..•r •••••

I "o.'blr A•••••.• I
Long;o.dolDog)' I 31.72

r_eo_ ~~:"'o:.I-'
.A.IliiIude:

I 2440
r, •••(" Uttlon

LocationNcm.: Jl.bre t.4arkOI .• 1 RBmOIlW I No'" I

. This application example is located at Addis Ababa
and is required for the whole year. Suppose an
operating voltage of 120 V and an intertace input
voltage of 125 V are chosen. The general system
specification is entered on MATh[and SUB MAIN,
not shown here.

Figure 1-4a· LOCA TION-M'PLICA TION

for Water Pumping
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7231.70

7600.001..aJl.1010079.20N916.90

3618.85
7600.0011218.85100792021298.05

Figure 1-7 ISO-Reliability Set (Economic
Analysis)

10.'00

BIIL"

Figure 1-5 HOURLY LOAD PROFILE

An hourly load profile, shown in Fig. 1-5, is given
such that daily total of 1940 Wh with night time
component of 1120 Wh results in the design load
computation. Thus the reliability is a function of
only the irradiation and temperature. The fQllowing
combinations of irradiation, temperature and
number of autonomous days are obtain~d for a
specified reliability of90%.

O.siredRe~~r/"): ~ Search 1 Next I

Reliability Oemonstretion

InterfllCed DC Electrification

Addi. Ababa

lro4odulllType: lA361K51B~ryType:

No of Siring lro4odules:

,No of Slring Cell.:'.
No of Anti! St:lnqs:

1No of Bebry Stings:

No 01Module Supports:

,Total eat Capacity (k'Ml):

Mt!rf Ai.a (m2):

3.942

10

Figure 1-6 ISO-RELIABILITY SET

TOAngio (Oogl' ,.

ReliGbility Demon.tration

- ----,

3<2.23 I

I4311.106••• ",(1),

Inlorlooo(I)'

551.41

30&'.37PIIAnaylt),

tn.rfacad DC Eledrificatioft

Addi.Abab~

;~c.,HuCo.tc:..- ••.t.----------

Figure 1-8 TECHNICAL - MAIN
IHnWllWh/m2llTmax(oCl IEl4nWllWhl IELdmoxlWh) 1_0.". •3632.2 26.1 19<40 1120 2

3803.2 26.1· 19"0 1120 3
3632.2 25.1 19"0 1120 7
38012 • 25.1 1940 1120 B

)

I

I
I
I

I
,I
'1

Figure 1-9..CAPITAL COST

Total ~itoJ eoal (I):

The temperature and irradiation values determine
the array size where as the night load component
and the number of autonomous days determine the
corre~ponding battery size. The program performs
a preiiminary economic comparison of the options
and displays the following data.

lmoo<' Tox (I)' 5 "Equip. CoIfJ 415.55

8331.08

11245.'5
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.1U ~

Average SIe.nd Oev.

Average Sttlnd. Oev.
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[5:<ro:o
J"'IIIro:o
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rs.s ro:o Aug[2.iro:o

M ••

Ii3"ro:o Sop110'ro:o-

Ap,

rnro:o 0"Ii' ro:o
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I
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.
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5960.-4-4TOTAL (.),
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I
J

InlerfClced DC ElectrifiCtllion

Addis Ababa

ReliGbility Demonatlation

Figure 1-10 RECURRENT COST Figure 1-12 MONTHLY AVERAGE WATER
LEVEL

The program selects the combination with the least

life cycle cost and proceeds with the computation
of the remaining technical and economic data to be
available on PROJECT as shown in Figs. 1-7, 1-8
and 1-9.

C2 - Direct DC Water Supply System - Worst
Case Method

The users are villagers and a -limited size of
livestock. The program computes the daily water
requirement using standard per capita figures
recommended by WHO. 5 days of autonomy are

considered enough to limit the size' of the storage
tank. An operating voltage of 100 V is chosen. The
worst case method is assumed.

Persons: ~

Water Use Efficiency(~):~

No" I

Metema (12.95° N, 36.07° E), located at an altitude
of 803 m above see level, is chosen as an example

for water pumping. The water is assumed to be

pumped from a local well with parameters as
shown on WATER SOURCE.

1-'" ."."~""'.~2i.J Source 10; 182 '" I Removs I ~

Livestoc,t

P;g. fo
Poult1y. ~

Pets: rs Goats and Sheep: j15
Cattle: [i 'l Other.

Hor.es and Donkeyr: 1'1l.

Heigh! Above Ground (m): r-ro

length of Piping (m):

Figure 1- 13 WATER SUPPLY
YieldOiVmin): Well Diometer (an): f6D.D

Source Depth (m)
Max OrCtWDawn (m): f"i"'2.O

Figure 1-11 WATER SOURCE
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Oi,ect DC Pumping lor Wate' Supply

OYbti,.

Min Pumping H.~ (m)

Max Hydraulic En.rlb' (Wh):

23.9

•• 6.1

2"2.8

Mal( Flaw R8le (lit/mirl):

Wot8r Requiremenl (mJ/day):

75.0

3.1

18.6D1

Figure 1~14 TECHNICAL - ADDITIONAL

•••• "'11 Community Project

- ItI:.u·,,:·~·tI:·"""I··1II6."M'I •••• n:

I [Jm

p.,ed DC Ptlmping lot Won Supply

Outskilt

PVAnoy(S): •

Support S1rudure (S):

2386.51

215.24 Pump (S): 1300.00 .

I
I
1

Import Tax (t): •

Equipment eo•• ('):

4 "Eq..;p.Co~ 15'.41

10 % Equip.Cost) 39&.1'

3551.15

Totol Cap;tal eo,) (S): 45'&.40

Figure 1-1S CAPITAL COST

~.".MI'I.aa: 111:l1I!..1:11' •••••• Il ••••.••~1

Oi,.d DC Pumpift9 for Water Supply-

ep ••. DI'ldMeinl(S): 10!US 2 "LCCo~

Pump'(S~ '5'.5' 2 lime.)

TOTAl. (S): 5&'.23

Figure 1-16 RECURRENT COST
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